Evaluation of stressor effects on intracranial self-stimulation from the nucleus accumbens and the substantia nigra in a current intensity paradigm.
The effect of uncontrollable footshock was evaluated in animals responding for intracranial self-stimulation from the nucleus accumbens and the substantia nigra (pars compacta) in a descending current intensity paradigm. Responding for brain stimulation from the nucleus accumbens was found to be affected by the stressor at the upper end of the rate-intensity curve. In contrast, responding for brain stimulation from the substantia nigra was unaffected by the stressor at any of the current intensities employed. The variations of responding for self-stimulation from the nucleus accumbens were unrelated to alterations of locomotor activity or rearing. It is suggested that stressor-provoked reductions of responding for intracranial self-stimulation are not a result of the brain stimulation taking on aversive properties, but rather reflect a reduction in the reinforcing or motivational value associated with the stimulation.